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2016 has been an exciting year for SYFC, as we have
successfully implemented two new initiatives. For the first
time, we invited students who have completed up to the Basic
Flying Course to visit the RSAF Flying Training Institute at
Royal Australian Air Force Base in Pearce, Western Australia.
For the first time also, 17 CCA students were put through the
new SYFC Work-up and Introduction to Flight Training (SWIFT)
programme.
The visit to the RSAF Flying Training Institute was an experiential
learning trip for both the BFC and PPL students. This visit
allowed them to see and live the life of a RSAF pilot trainee,
leaving many of them expressing their keen interest to join the
RSAF after their studies. Their level of enthusiasm heightened
especially after their familiarisation flights on the Pilatus PC-21,
the basic training aircraft of the RSAF.
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The SWIFT programme was introduced to 17 Secondary
4 CCA students. The programme aimed to enhance their
aviation knowledge and allowed them to experience the actual
preparations on ground prior to flying. Other than the classroom
aviation theories, these students also experienced hands-on
practice on the Diamond DA40 Flight Simulator, as well as the
conduct of pre-flight ground checks on the actual DA40 aircraft.
The top three students of the programme were also given front
seat rides on the aircraft.
These new initiatives have enriched the students’ overall
learning experience.

COL (RET) Foo Yang Ge
General Manager
Singapore Youth Flying Club
March 2017
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VISIT TO 142 SQUADRON

The visit to 142 Squadron at Paya Lebar Airbase was very
enlightening for me, I learnt that many of the RSAF pilots were
members of the Singapore Youth Flying Club. The Pilots told
us many stories and shared their personal experiences. This
trip gave me new hope as I know now that trainees who did
not manage to get the PPL can still make it to join the RSAF
as a pilot.

Overall, the trip was very educational, especially so when I have
made up my mind to join the Air Force. I would recommend
everyone to take part in trips like these as they are really worth
your time.

It was our honour to be the RSAF's 142 Squadron's first
batch of visitors. The whole experience was absolutely an
eye-opener, especially when we got to get up close and
personal with an F-15SG. Personally this was my best
experience because I was given a customised tour around
this advanced machinery which I have only been able to
admire from the ground when it was in the air. Honestly, I was
taken aback initially by the size of this jet when I compared it
with the Diamond aircraft. The differences between external
checks of the F15s and the SYFC's Diamond aircraft was
truly interesting and amazing. Other than the tour around the
airbase and fighter jet, we were able to find out more about
having a career in the Airforce through interactions with the
pilots. Spending close to two hours talking about life in the
Airforce definitely motivated me to join them. I would definitely
love for more of such squadron visits as one cannot beat
hearing from the pilots themselves?

Contributed by Mark Ng, 221-1BFC

Contributed by Novia Wong, 218-1BFC

The short presentation at the squadron and the many stories
shared at the Officer’s Mess taught me new things that I did
not know about. Being up close to the F-15SG was also a very
unique and a breathtaking experience.
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Our visit to Royal Australian
Air Force’s (RAAF) Base in
Pearce, Australia was an eye
opening insight that gave us a good gauge of what an AirForce career might feel like a couple of years down the road.
For starters, RAAF, Pearce Air Base is home to the Republic
of Singapore Air Force’s (RSAF) 130 Squadron, where airforce cadet pilots go through the nine months long Basic
Wing Course (BWC) to gain flying skills such as day and
night flying, cross country navigation and aerobatic flying.
Upon the completion of this phase, trainees will be streamed
to either Fighter, Rotary or Transport wings according to
their performance.
Throughout our seven days in Pearce, we were given the
opportunity to closely interact and spend our time with
the cadets, flight instructors as well as the management of
the airbase to get an understanding of the what life on a daily
basis is like. Mainly, not only did we speak to PPL Alumni,
but also ex-BFC students whom inspired us to continue
chasing our dreams of flight despite setbacks during the
training phase in SYFC.

“Once strapped into the aircraft, it felt really
different as I noticed I was seated a lot
higher than in a DA40. Then on the runway,
when we started rolling, It felt like a new
experience altogether.”
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Contributed by Lee Jia Jun, TP9-16

Most of the training is conducted on the Pilatus PC21, a twin seater, single engine turbo prop aircraft with
relatively remarkable performance characteristics, such as
withstanding 8Gs and flying up to half the speed of sound.

We were also given the opportunity to tour the facilities within
the squadron, which included PC-21 simulators. Under the
supervision of Madam Koh C, one of RSAF’s pioneering
female pilots, each one of us stepped into the cockpit to take
controls of the simulator and carried out various aerobatic
manoeuvres, circuits and landings.

Some of us got the privilege to fly on a familiarisation flight
aboard this machine. I could still remember being firmly
pressed against the seat during take-off – a force not
even the commercial jets could replicate.

In addition, there were four procedural Flight Training Devices
where cadets could practice their checks and procedures
during their free time, or take part in simulated dog fights
for leisure - like we did.

The most memorable activity was
the flight simulator session with
Ms Koh Chai Hong, the first ever
woman to qualify as a pilot in RSAF.
With Ms Koh guiding us, we had a
hands on experience of the simulator
doing aircraft manoeuvres such as
loops and barrel rolls. It was truly an
unforgettable experience!

“During the flight, I felt the adrenaline
rush as I was in control of such a powerful
aircraft doing things I never thought I could
do and it was an awesome experience.
After the flight, I knew I would want more
of these excitement and I wanted to master
the skills to fly this aircraft. I knew it would
be difficult but definitely rewarding.”

We interacted with ex-BFC students
who were currently undergoing training
in Pearce. It was an extremely inspiring
session as they shared with us their
stories of how determined they were to
join the Air Force although they did not
achieve the Private Pilot’s Licence.
Contributed by Lim En Quan, TP9-16

Contributed by Joel Ang, TP9-16
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STUDENTS'
VIEWS

being the utmost best and at your fullest potential, to always
be at the top of your game, not just when flying but as well
as in the wings we do in our daily lives. SYFC has taught me
many values, such as discipline and resilience, and these
values will stay during my journey to adulthood. All in all, the
experience has been wonderful and these experiences will
continue to shape my future as a student and as a pilot.

PPL

I took my FHT on the 9 Nov 2016. It was
the final milestone that we, student pilots
in SYFC, had to complete to finish the
total course. On top of flying, we had
to read up on several theoretical topics
like aircraft systems and PPL privileges,
all of which we were provided with
sufficient study materials by SYFC.

My FHT experience was indeed like a roller coaster ride.
The days leading up to it was nerve wreaking and
stressful. The morning of my first solo flight was really very
overwhelming as there were a lot of things to prepare but they
were manageable. I felt comfortable throughout the flight.
After I was informed that I had passed my FHT, I was really
elated and I felt a huge relief. My hard work for the past
seven months had paid off. The entire experience allowed
me to learn a lot and showed me that hard work and
perseverance would be rewarded.
Lee Jia Jun, TP9-16.
Thrilling and unique experience. I was a bit tensed at first
and was trying to get used to my call-sign while taxying
but once I took off, there was no time for me to be tensed.
I gathered all the experience I gained from previous flights,
gave the flight my best shot and it paid off.
Vignesh Raja Suresh Babu, 219 BFC
The journey has been full of surprises. There were difficult
times, and there were good times. I would not have been
able to get through this course if I did not have the support
of my family, friends, coursemates and the unending
guidance and care from my flight instructors. I am finally
able to say that I have my PPL and am a certified pilot, this
is the start of what is yet to come!
Joel Ang, TP9-16
I began preparations for the final handling test two weeks
before, reading up on the aircraft systems and learning
how to do the Centre of Gravity calculations and reading
NOTAMS. I initially took the test on 11 Oct 16 but I got a
partial pass and had to go through remedial flights before
repeating the exercises. The journey I have gone through
has not been easy and a lot of hard work has to be put in.
I wouldn’t have made it this far if not for the
support of family, friends and the instructors
in SYFC.
Cham Zhi An, TP9-16
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My journey with SYFC has been most
enriching and I have learnt many things
throughout my time in the course. Being a
pilot, is being accountable and responsible
for your actions. The first few weeks were a
breeze, as I was introduced to the different
types of manoeuvres. However, as I went
deeper into the course, it was no longer
about having fun or just taking things for
granted but it was about understanding and acting as a
true pilot. Having to lookout for others and to consider the
different situations that may arise, one must be able to
make decisions to safeguard not just their own safety but
the safety of others as well. I have learnt that being a pilot is

Lai JJ, 216 BFC

I took my actual FHT on the 9th of
November and my tester was Mr Raman
with Mr Daniel Tan sitting at the back
of the aircraft. All went well except for my
Glide circuit which my touchdown point was out of limits.
As there was no more time for me to try again, I had to fly a
Glide circuit sortie with my instructor two days later before I
could successfully complete my FHT.
I am extremely grateful to SYFC and the instructors there, be
it my primary instructors or the other instructors, for guiding
us and training us to where we are today. A PPL holder.
Fan Fu Yuan Isaac, TP9-16

FIRST SOLO
Solo was not easy. Having done one
first solo check unsuccessfully, I was
anxious. My stomach was in a knot
as my instructor disappeared into
the control tower. I managed to pull
myself together. After stammering a
little, everything worked out fine. As I
rolled down the runway and lifted off,
the emptiness of the cabin made me
realised the milestone I had reached.
Barnett Lee, 220 BFC
“Cleared for takeoff, Niner Foxtrot Foxtrot.” Having
acknowledged ATC clearance, I advanced the throttle to
full and sped down Seletar’s runway, soon lifting off into the
clear blue sky above for a circuit around the aerodrome.
This short five-minute sortie was the culmination of months
of intense flying training, ground lectures and simulator
sessions throughout the Basic Flying Course. Indeed, flying
is no simple activity and there was no shortage of times
when I felt demoralized and struggled to cope with the
increasing workload. Yet, I persevered with the consistent
encouragement of my instructor, Mr Lionel Lye, and the help
and guidance of my coursemates. For this, I am ever grateful.
The experience of taking off and landing in an aircraft alone,
and the liberating sensation of seeing our island from above
(albeit a mere 800 feet in the air) is one I will continue to
relish as I progress to the next phase of my four-year-longand-counting life in SYFC.
Koh WG 218-1 BFC
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222-1 BFC

SWIFT COURSE 2017
TAKES FLIGHT!

BEST STUDENT WONG JIA HAO
IN ACTION IN THE DA40 FTD
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Ground School Instructor
Mr Preetwant Singh
delivering a lecture.

SWIFT (SYFC Work-up and Introduction to Flight
Training) debuted on 4 Feb 17. With an enthusiastic
group of seventeen secondary four students specially
selected from the SYFC Open Unit, the course started
with much excitement and anticipation.
The SWIFT Course is a new initiative introduced into
the CCA programme to better connect all the aviation
knowledge garnered over the last three years to actual
flying preparation. Eligible students will undergo a toned
down version of the Basic Flying Course on ground
school subjects that would give them a foothold
when they take up the Basic Flying Course after their
“O” levels.
The students were selected based on the following:
1. Sec 4 level
2. Singapore Citizen
3. Less than 600 degree for myopia and 200 degree
for astigmatism
4. Pass NAPFA Test
5. BMI between 17 – 25
6. B3 grade in English, Maths and Science
7. Outstanding performance and involvement in SYFC
CCA activities
In addition, participants were interviewed to ascertain
their interest and commitment in pursuing their dreams
of becoming a fighter pilot in the RSAF.

Operations Manager, Mr
the participants.

Daniel Tan addressing

This course provides a more in-depth knowledge to
what they have learnt in their simulation practice on the
Diamond DA40 aircraft on computers.
During the course, the students went through two
sessions of hands-on practice on the Flight Training
Device (FTD), the actual Diamond DA40 cockpit
simulation that is currently used for training Basic Flying
Course students.
The ground school lessons conducted by Mr Preetwant
Singh and Mr Goh were interesting and fast paced. Many
questions were put forward during the lessons which
provided in-depth coverage of the cockpit layout. The
PPL Alumni members took the course through the preflight and external checks on a DA40 aircraft. On the final
day, Mr Seah evaluated and tested all the participants
where three top achievers were chosen from the group.
They each won themselves front-seat joyrides on the
Diamond aircraft!

Contributed by Philip Wong, DY CCA Manager
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Top Achievers for the SWIFT 2017 programme who got
to fly in the front seat with Flying Instructors on the
Diamond DA40 aircraft.

Wong Jia Hao
“This course has been very
enriching and enjoyable.
It has given me an insight
into what SYFC students in
BFC experience during their
training.”

Xavier Tham Chun Yew
“SWIFT opened my
eyes towards aviation.
I’ve learnt so much in
these 4 sessions!.”
Xavier

Jia Hao

Navindren s/o Tanapalan
“The SWIFT course provided
me an inside view of the BFC
lessons and it has inspired
me to work harder to get into
the BFC. I also learnt a lot
about the DA40 aircraft and
the aspects of training done
in a pilot flying course.”
Navindren

OUR HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL IN THE FIRST
EVER SWIFT 2017-1 COURSE:
WONG JIA HAO			
VINOD SIVARAJASINGAM		
HO JUN TING 			
REY ANG YI JUN			
ROY ANG YI MING			
SEOW DING XUAN			
HO JIANFENG JARED		
ANG KAI JIE				
TAN JUN YANG, ELTON

NAVINDREN s/o TANAPALAN
ONG DING JIE FRASER
TAN SHI HUI
CHAN EU CHING
NG JUN JIE, KYAN
AHMAD RIFAAIE BIN MOHAMED ALI
JEREL SIM
XAVIER THAM CHUN YEW
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THE SYFC
EXCELLENCE
AWARD
The SYFC Excellence Award is given to outstanding individuals
who excel in their school’s CCA. Five deserving students from
Ang Mo Kio Secondary, Bartley Secondary, Tanjong Katong
Secondary, Bukit Panjang Government High School and ACS
(Barker) were presented with the award in WY1617.

SAFMC 2017
WORKSHOP
SAFMC (Singapore Amazing Flying Machine Competition)
clinics for Category B (Unpowered Launch Glider) were
conducted and held over two sessions by Mr Tony
Chang and Mr Philip Wong in Jan 17. The two workshops
provided participants with an understanding of the rules
and regulations. The basic theories and principles of flight
equipped students with knowledge to participate in this
event. Putting these theories into practice would enable
students to enhance their gliders’ performance. They would
be able to consider all aspects of design, use suitable
materials and different types of glue to build gliders.
The workshop was attended by sixty students and has
generated great interest. It is expected to cultivate creativity
and passion in the designing and building of model planes.

SYFC is one of
the appreciated
partners of
SAFMC

The objectives of the two workshops conducted were
undoubtedly met and we wish all participants the very best
in their pursuit of excellence in the SAFMC 2017.

Contributed by Philip Wong, DY CCA Manager
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COL (RET) Foo Yang Ge, GM SYFC,
receiving a token of appreciation from
Dr Mohamad Maliki bin Osman, Senior
Minister of State, Defence and Foreign Affairs.

FREE
FLYING
PROGRAMME
REALISE
YOUR DREAM
TO BE A PILOT

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO OBTAIN
A PRIVATE PILOT’S LICENCE
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